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I. LANGUAGE FORM & MEANING (14 MARKS) 
A) VOCABULARY (8 Marks) 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4 X 2 = 8 Marks) 

1-We always play football at the ............................behind our house. 

a. cloth 
	

b. knee 	 c. writer 	 d. yard 

2- Reading is a / an ............................hobby. 

a. dark 
	

b. uncomfortable 	C. useful 
	

d. late 

3- My father helps me to ............................good friends. 

a. choose 
	

b. blow 	 c. clear 
	

d. study 

4- It is ............................that he has been ill for such a long time. 

a. dangerous 
	

b. poor 	 c. sad 
	

d. heavy 

B) GRAMMAR (6 Marks) 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (3 X 2 = 6 Marks) 

5- If you want to be a doctor, you should ............................Science. 

a. studies 
	

b. studied 
	

c. studying 
	

d. study 

6- Do not play with fire, you might ............................yourself. 

a. hurt 
	

b. will hurt 	 c. hurts 
	

d. hurting 

7- Grandpa cannot ride a bike. He is ............................old. 

a. too 	 b. enough 	 c. much 
	

d. more 
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II- READING COMPREHENSION (12 MARKS) 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

Lions are wild animals. They live in the jungle. Lions are beautiful and big. Their colour is 

brown or yellow. They are very dangerous. They can run fast. They eat meat and their teeth are 

sharp. They usually sleep for about sixteen hours a day. At night, they go to find their food. Lions 

can go four days without drinking water. The lion is always called (The King of the Jungle) 

because it is strong and fearless. In Kuwait, we do not have jungles, but we can see them at 

Kuwait Zoo. 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4 X3 =12 Marks) 

8- The best title for this passage is ............................ 

a. Sleeping Animals 	 b. The King of the Jungle 

c. Fast Animals 
	

d. Kuwait Zoo 

9- The underlined word "fearless" in line 5 means ............................ 

a. brave 
	

b. fast 

c. big 
	

d. clever 

10- The underlined word "them" in line 6 refers to the ............................ 

a. lions 	 b. teeth 

c. days 	 d. jungles 

11- Lions usually ............................for about 16 hours a day. 

a. eat 
	

b. run 

c. drink 	 d. sleep 



III- WRITING (14 Marks) 
A) Write a short parajiraph of 5 sentences about (My Favourite Hobby) with the help of iiuide 
words: (10 Marks) 
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(reading - everyday - buy - book fair - storybook - useful) 

My Favourite Hobby 

B) Fill in the missinji letters in each word: (4 x 1 =4 Marks) 

12)s now y 13) writer 14) mobil eph one 15)build 
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